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Major Pinger Crack + Download

Major Pinger is a lightweight, yet, useful software application for pinging a web address to find out various useful information about it. Major Pinger
is a Windows desktop application, which is created with the objective of reaching the most reliable and dynamic results in pinging a web address.
There is a very simple, intuitive interface that is easy to use, at the same time it is easy to navigate and not cluttered. The amount of memory required
to properly work is very minimal. Key features: * Can be executed on any computer with internet connection; * The software does not require an
installation process; * Also works as a portable app and can be run without Windows registry or Start menu being affected; * Possibility to ping a web
address to find out the number of connections, request count, host name and access time; * Possibility to pinging any website to check the number of
requests, the number of requests per seconds, host name and IP, the type of user agent and type of web browser, host IP and country; * Possibility to
set the number of pings per second, ping timeout period, and the number of ping bytes to send; * Possibility to enable an audio alarm and logging.
Windows software does not support automatic updates and it is necessary to update it manually through the Microsoft Windows Update mechanism,
although this can be accomplished even while the software is running; * If not installed through the Windows Update mechanism, you can download
the update file directly from the official site. * This tool can be used without installing it on your computer; * Can be run even as a portable app; *
Possibility to copy the software files to an USB thumb drive or other similar storage device; * The software generates log files, which are saved in TXT
format and can be launched with a single click in a Notepad window. Sizing, and Interface The program’s interface is very simple and intuitive.
General There is no need to install this software or to take any extra action to run it, as it can be simply executed through the Windows Start menu. The
Start menu is not going to be affected and no traces are going to be left behind after its removal. Main Window The Main Window is where the entire
software works, and it is also used to input the information you want to find out about a particular web address. Input The first thing you have to do in
order to start pinging a
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- Quick start menu icons - 6 shortcut keys for quick actions - Scrolling: List, Hide, Hide Selected - Hover info: Profile, Quickstart, Help - New: Icon
for quick start menu - New: Search result category Icon for quick start menu - New: Context menu for the left mouse button - New: More context
menus for the left mouse button - New: context menu for the right mouse button - New: new option in the configuration page "Keystrokes -> Right
Command" - New: New menu option "Show/Hide Match Box" - New: Special shortcut keys for quick actions - New: New quick action "Show Match
Box" - New: Cursor actions - New: Color format: "border" (colors for inactive buttons) - New: Context menu: "New Context" menu (add a new menu)
- New: Support for dynamic font color - New: New checkbox "Profile: Put a background" in a tab - New: User defined "View" in "Edit Tabs" - New:
Search results are saved now automatically (disable this checkbox) - New: New option in the configuration page "Show: Top bar" - New: Show the
current tab as a separate window - New: Scrolling: Hide tabs - New: Search result category: Highlight search results - New: Search result category: New
search result category - New: New context menu "Edit search result category" - New: Column layout for search results - New: Configurable shortcut
keys (using the menu "Keystrokes") - New: Add "Command: Lock Taskbar" to the quick action list - New: Number of search results - New: Column
layout for list - New: "Current Icon" when scrolling - New: New option in the configuration page "Show/Hide Results" - New: Sort results in
ascending/descending order - New: Sort matches in ascending/descending order - New: Edit result: "Border" tab - New: Edit match box: "Border" tab -
New: Edit match box: "Field" tab - New: Edit match box: "Text" tab - New: Matchbox: Icon and Text: "Field" tab - New: Hide the match box when
scrolling - New: Scrolling: Hiding a match - New 1d6a3396d6
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Major Pinger Activation

Major Pinger is a software program which was built in order to ping any website and find out information about it, with a minimal amount of effort.
The conveniences of a portable app The installation process can be bypasses, as this product is portable. As a consequence, the Windows registry and
Start menu are not going to be affected in any way, and no remnants are going to be left behind after its removal. Another noteworthy aspect is that you
can easily copy the program files to an USB thumb drive or any other similar storage device and thus run Major Pinger on any PC you have been
granted access to. Input and output data, and logging processes This tool allows you can ping several sites in the same time and return important
information. However, first you are required to input the actual host, ping timeout period (expressed in milliseconds) and number of ping bytes to send.
The information you can receive is in regards to total pings this session, percent of good pings, last, minimum and maximum ping delay (ms), time to
live and sequence ID. In addition to that, you should know it is possible to enable a sound alarm and logging. Logs can be viewed in the main window,
while they can also be automatically saved to a TXT file and launched in a Notepad window with just a click of the button. Bottom line In conclusion,
Major Pinger is a pretty decent handy piece of software for pinging any website. The interface is pretty intuitive, the response time is good and the
amount of resources necessary to properly work is minimal. We did not detect any errors, bugs or freezes in our tests. WHAT CAN I DO WITH IT? –
PING ANY WEBSITE – RECORD PING RESULTS – KNOW EXACTLY HOW TO PING – RECORD LOGS – CONTROL PING PROCESSES –
SET CONFIGURATION TINY SIZE – SMALL STRESS Top 5 best free tools for backups These days, the loss of a computer file can be fatal, so the
need for a backup tool is imperative. The only thing you can do is pray, but there are ways to have a backup of all your data and files. By selecting the
top 5 best free tools for backups in this list, you can be sure that you won’t have to worry about losing everything on your computer or its data ever
again. 1. ZENBACKUP

What's New In?

Major Pinger is a software program which was built in order to ping any website and find out information about it, with a minimal amount of effort.
The conveniences of a portable app The installation process can be bypasses, as this product is portable. As a consequence, the Windows registry and
Start menu are not going to be affected in any way, and no remnants are going to be left behind after its removal. Another noteworthy aspect is that you
can easily copy the program files to an USB thumb drive or any other similar storage device and thus run Major Pinger on any PC you have been
granted access to. Input and output data, and logging processes This tool allows you can ping several sites in the same time and return important
information. However, first you are required to input the actual host, ping timeout period (expressed in milliseconds) and number of ping bytes to send.
The information you can receive is in regards to total pings this session, percent of good pings, last, minimum and maximum ping delay (ms), time to
live and sequence ID. In addition to that, you should know it is possible to enable a sound alarm and logging. Logs can be viewed in the main window,
while they can also be automatically saved to a TXT file and launched in a Notepad window with just a click of the button. Bottom line In conclusion,
Major Pinger is a pretty decent handy piece of software for pinging any website. The interface is pretty intuitive, the response time is good and the
amount of resources necessary to properly work is minimal. We did not detect any errors, bugs or freezes in our tests. Rating: Download X.Y.Z
11-10-2016, 10:15 AM Top Review Major Pinger is a software program which was built in order to ping any website and find out information about
it, with a minimal amount of effort. The conveniences of a portable app The installation process can be bypasses, as this product is portable. As a
consequence, the Windows registry and Start menu are not going to be affected in any way, and no remnants are going to be left behind after its
removal. Another noteworthy aspect is that you can easily copy the program files to an USB thumb drive or any other similar storage device and thus
run Major Pinger on any PC you have been granted access to. Input and output data, and logging processes This tool allows you can ping several sites in
the same time and return important information. However, first you are required to input the actual host, ping timeout period (expressed in
milliseconds) and number of ping bytes to send. The information you can receive is in regards to total pings this session, percent of good pings, last,
minimum and maximum ping delay (ms), time to live and sequence ID. In addition to that, you should know it
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System Requirements For Major Pinger:

Windows 7 or newer (32-bit or 64-bit) Internet Explorer 9 or newer 1 GB RAM 1 GB free disk space (Free space might be required if you're installing
this in a separate folder) DirectX® 9.0c or higher Forza 4 requires the following to be installed: 1 GB of free space The following are required to be
installed if you are installing this in a separate folder: 1
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